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103' (31.00m)   2024   Custom   Explorer
Unknown    Brazil

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Custom
Engines: Hull Material: Steel
Engine Model: Cruise Speed: Knots
Engine HP: Max Speed: Knots
Beam: Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: Fuel:

$9,350,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Motor Yachts
Condition: New
Model Year: 2024
LOA: 103' (31.39m)

Knots
Knots
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Steel

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

For Sale

All Ocean Yachts BC 103’ M.P.E (Multi Purpose Explorer)

 

The mission profile for the AOY BC 103 M.P.E was to create a multi purpose Explorer based on the highly innovative
design concept of the AOY 90' and AOY 100' cockpit Explorer.

 

The concept of the M.P.E is to meet a number of different niche Explorer missions without major redesigns and in a cost
efficient manor by utilizing the same construction platform as the other AOY Explorer, the same outstanding
specifications, sea keeping, long range features and flexible interior arrangements. This enables us to bring multi vessel
build savings to niche design Explorers.

 

First I would like to explain the BC notation in the name stands for Bob Connell a world class sailor, top surveyor, yacht
builder and extraordinary person who I had the great pleasure of knowing. Bob had a great deal of input into not only the
AOY Explorers but all the Explorers I have worked with over the past 20 years.

A donation from the sale of each of the AOY BC 103' M.P.E models will be made in Bob's name to the US SAILING
ORGANIZATION.

 

The niche Explorer missions we have identified and designed for to date are as follows:

 

The R.S.E (Regatta Support Vessel)

The mission profile for this vessel is to support Ultra Large Sailing Yachts during the many and ever increasing Regattas
that they participate in and it will also provide the same high level of support the many fleet and other sail boats in
regattas around the world.

 

Description:

 

Lower Deck

The lower deck can have the standard AOY layout with the addition of Pullman berths in the twin guest staterooms or
have the option to have the port crew double bed switched to match the starboard upper and lower bunk arrangement.

 

Starting at the bow; the lower deck provides for crew cabins for four crew with ensuite heads. Next aft to port is a large
crew mess with sink, fridge, microwave and settee. The settee can be converted to a full size bunk for short term extra
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crew or dive and fish guides. The settee has storage under it.

 

Next aft to port is the huge full size laundry and dry goods storage area. The laundry has two full size washer and dryers,
area for cloths press, large sink and a door to the guest cabins to allow for direct service from the crew areas.

This laundry is large enough to not only service the vessels guest but to handle additional laundry from the racing
sailboat crew.

 

Going through to the guest areas, aft are two lower guest cabins with Pullman berths and just forward to starboard is a
large queen cabin. All cabins have ensuite heads with separate showers.

 

Main deck

The standard main deck layout is the country kitchen layout, which is an optional on the AOY 90 and 100.

 

Starting at the bow there is a large storage area with twin chest freezers, commercial refrigerator and a huge dry goods
storage area.

 

The vessel has extensive dry storage and refrigerator and freezer space to provide for the high number
guests it is designed to support.

 

Next aft to port is an over size banquette dinning table that can seat up to 12 persons, there is extensive storage under
the seating.

There is a large TV located behind the banquette seating which can be used for movies or review of sailing events or
other corporate use.

 

Next aft to port is a counter dining area with seating for 5 which is open to the galley.

 

To starboard forward is a desk/office area, to aft of that is a full wet bar with drink fridge, wine cooler, ice maker, sink
and storage. This area can also be used as a service area and side bar for dining.

 

Next aft to starboard is a extendable banquette dining table with seating for up to 10 persons. There is storage under
the bench seat.

 

The combination of the two dining seating and counter dining gives you the ability to seat up to 27 people in the dining
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zone.

 

There is additional seating for 10 on the main deck aft in the bar area for a total of 37 seats on the main deck inside.

 

When flybridge seating is taken into account there is standard seating for 50 people for dining.

This does not take into account additional tables that can be set up on the aft deck for large parties.

 

Servicing this huge amount of standard seating is possible because of the large commercial galley located aft and to
port of the dinning zone.

The galley is outfitted and equipped with top quality commercial equipment. In the chef's area there is a 6 burner cook
top, high grade ventilation system, twin convection ovens, microwave, triple sink with disposal, dishwasher and full size
commercial refrigerator for the chef. There is extensive counter space and cabinets.

 

Aft of the chef's zone is the stewardess zone, the stewardess has her own triple sink, trash compactor and a 3 minute
dishwasher. There is extensive flatware and china storage with dual doors allowing china to be placed in the cabinets
from the galley side and removed from the dinning zone. This is a wonderful feature when serving a large number of
guests. There is a second wine cooler and side bar integrated into the china cabinet. Aft of the stewardess area is the
2nd large pantry and then a door directly to the side deck for easy access of crew and supplies. Across from the pantry
is a commercial full size refrigerator and a double door freezer.

 

The total number of full size refrigerators in the dinning and galley zone is 3, plus 2 wine coolers, a drink refrigerator and
an ice maker. There are a total of two full size chest freezers and one double door freezer.

 

The galley has direct access to the lower crew area and direct access to the side deck.

 

There are over sized windows throughout the dining and galley areas.

 

Next aft from the dinning zone is the main foyer with stairs to the bridge deck and lower deck plus a head and large wet
locker.

 

Aft of the Main foyer is the bar, game and TV room. There is a large full service bar with direct access from the galley.
The bar has a sink, drinks fridge, wine cooler and large ice maker. There is a game table that can seat 4 or expand to
seat 8 plus additional seating.
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Aft of the bar zone through an over sized door is the huge SERVICE DECK. This deck is 20 x 22' or 440 sqft of space.
There are two over sized 10'x 5' deck hatches to port and starboard to allow extra large sails to be transfer from the
sailing vessel to the large sail locker/lazarrete by the 2 ton crane located at the back of the pilothouse deck.

 

Port and starboard bulwarks have removable hand rail sections to allow for easy transfer of sails from the 22' rib chase
boats stored on the bow or direct from the sailboat. There is space between the deck hatches to hold either a 10'x8'
container or a service trailer while still being able to open either hatch. The crane can off load the trailer or container
direct to shore. The engine room can be accessed via a door on the port side of the house aft.

 

 Forward on the aft deck by the entrance door is another wet bar with sink, drink fridge and trash compactor.

 

This deck is highly flexible and can be utilized for any purpose imaginable.

 

A large tent awning can be deployed to cover the area either to provide shade to work, repair sails or to set up bands
and tables. The awning is supported by the crane 

 

There is a comfortable swim platform aft with direct access to the sail locker/lazarrete via an over sized door and access
to the engine room again via an over sized door which can accommodate the removal of any equipment in the engine
room. 

 

 

Pilothouse deck:

The pilothouse deck can be reached four ways, via the stairs off the starboard aft deck, via the stairs forward on the port
and starboard side decks or via the internal stairs off the main foyer.

 

The standard pilothouse layout has the captain cabin behind the bridge, which is an option on the other AOY Explorers.
The pilot house is large; there is a raised settee in the corner to starboard aft, center line helm chair, and centerline
bench seat. The captain’s desk/communications center is to port. The door to the captain’s cabin is between the
centerline bench and the desk. There is a full size navigation console forward with room for an array of equipment for
worldwide navigation. To port and starboard are draws and storage. The port size draws will hold full size chart as will
the nav counter above it.

 

The captain’s cabin has a full size raised double bed with draws under, hanging locker, with integrated draws and an
ensuite head with separate shower.
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Next aft is the upper foyer which leads to the master stateroom with raised king size bed with storage under. The raise
bed allows for maximum enjoyment of the large windows and additional draw space. To starboard is a raised lounge/day
bed that is built into the window for relaxing and enjoying the stunning view. There are draws and storage under the
lounge. There are 3 full size hanging lockers for a total of 9' of closet space. Centerline forward of the bed between two
of the closets is a large chest of draws and a 52' TV.

 

The spacious ensuite head has excellent private window space and large shower.

 

There is space for a total of 11 guests including the day bed.

 

Next aft is the master deck, with room for chairs and a table. There are also two additional chest freezers plus the aft
crane.

 

Flybridge deck:

Stairs lead from the aft main deck up to the pilothouse deck and then up to the vast flybridge. This is a flybridge you
would expect to see on a 130' vessel. As you come up the stairs you will first see the large Jacuzzi, perfect for soaking
away the aches of a full day of racing, an extra large sun pad area greets you next with room for several people to relax
and take a snooze. There is storage under the sun pad.

 

Next forward to port, under cover, is an over size seating and dinning area with storage under, to starboard of that is a
large full bar with seating for six, drinks fridge, ice maker, sink and storage. Aft of the bar is the BBQ center.

 

Forward up two steps is the raised stadium seating with two 6' plus bench seats to port and starboard and a center
helm. Guest can follow the races from this vantage point or the seats are sized to be comfortable day beds to read and
relax in the shade.

 

Looking forward from the raised seating you will see the boat deck, capable of carrying 2 x 22' chase boats or a
combination of tenders. These large tenders will not only allow you to service the race boats but will keep your guest dry
while ferrying them to shore or to water activities.

 

When the tenders are off, this deck becomes another excellent place from which to watch the race action.

 

 

This is one of several combinations of interior layouts that are available for the AOY BC 103 R.S.E
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The D.S.V (Dive/Wreck/Research Support Vessel)

 

Mission profile: to meet the requirements of the people that are dedicated divers and/or researchers
and/or wreck hunters who wish to explorer and dive remote locations around the world.

 

Any of the interchangeable layouts will accommodate and support extensive worldwide remote diving.

 

The large lazarrete will accommodate a full dive center including a decompression chamber. The expansive aft deck is a
highly flexible area. The removable rails will allow for easy deployment and retrieval of side sonar, shark cages, floating
dive platforms, suction dredges and other equipment. You can carry a huge array of under water toys on deck and/or a
10'x8' container for research or other gear. You also have the option to use this deck to carry a 3rd tender.

 

The 2 standard large tenders can carry divers too hard to reach dive sites or shore to explorer.

 

I would suggest the captains up layout to allow for extra crew to help with dive operations and/or carry guides.

 

The T.C.V (Toy Carrying Vessel)

Mission profile; to carry as many and as wide a variety of water and land toys as possible.

 

The highly flexible large aft deck and the huge lazarrete with over size hatches, and large forward boat deck allows the
vessel to carry a LOT and a verity of toys. If you want to carry a jeep on deck, no problem, maybe a small fixed keel
sailboat, sailing cat, standard or folding, no problem. Need to carry canoes, kayaks, paddle boards, windsurfers, kite
boards, hover craft, water slides, Bladefish dive scooter, any type of scooter, motorcycle, again no problem. How about
carrying a folding wing air plane? Same answer, not a problem. You have a huge open format to decide what you want to
carry, change your mine, not an issue. The areas are designed to be completely flexible spaces.

 

What you carry and when you carry it is up to your imagination.

 

Regarding accommodations and crew, it is again recommended to have the captain's cabin up layout. The more toys you
have the more crew you will need to keep them up and to take care of everyone playing on them.
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The S.S.V (Submarine Support Vessel)

Mission profile; carry a submarine to remote locations.

 

We have had a number of clients that are interesting in exploring the world and having a submarine on board. Most of
the vessels that can carry a 2 or 3 man submarine are quite large and/or conversions. The AOY BC 103 SSV is the most
compact size that will accommodate a submarine up to 18,000 pounds.

 

Any of the standard or optional layouts will work on this vessel.

 

All Ocean Yachts has spent a great deal of time speaking with the submarine manufactures and crews that have worked
on vessels with submarines and one thing we have noted is that on all of the vessels, deploying and retrieving the
submarine is a human intensive procedure. For this reason I have made the standard layout for the S.S.V a captain’s
cabin up layout with the option for an additional crew’s cabin in the lazarrete. This will give you up to 7 crew or a
combination of crew and submarine pilot or guide.

 

The 18000 pound sub is the max size this vessel can carry and deploy. It requires an aft two point A frame crane system.
Smaller subs can use a boom crane.

 

Depending on the intentions of the owner, the vessel can be used for research, with a lab set up in the skylounge area or
for film work with a film lab again in the skylounge area. The lazarrete accommodates a full dive center.

 

 

 

Please let me know if you can think of another niche explorer need that you would like to accommodate.

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer
The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
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without notice.

Description & Layouts

The mission profile for the AOY BC 103 M.P.E was to create a multi purpose Explorer based on the highly innovative
design concept of the AOY 90' and AOY 100' cockpit Explorer.

 

The concept of the M.P.E is to meet a number of different niche Explorer missions without major redesigns and in a cost
efficient manor by utilizing the same construction platform as the other AOY Explorer, the same outstanding
specifications, sea keeping, long range features and flexible interior arrangements. This enables us to bring multi vessel
build savings to niche design Explorers.

 

First I would like to explain the BC notation in the name stands for Bob Connell a world class sailor, top surveyor, yacht
builder and extraordinary person who I had the great pleasure of knowing. Bob had a great deal of input into not only the
AOY Explorers but all the Explorers I have worked with over the past 20 years.

A donation from the sale of each of the AOY BC 103' M.P.E models will be made in Bob's name to the US SAILING
ORGANIZATION.

 

The niche Explorer missions we have identified and designed for to date are as follows:

 

The R.S.E (Regatta Support Vessel)

The mission profile for this vessel is to support Ultra Large Sailing Yachts during the many and ever increasing Regattas
that they participate in and it will also provide the same high level of support the many fleet and other sail boats in
regattas around the world.

 

Description:

 

Lower Deck

The lower deck can have the standard AOY layout with the addition of Pullman berths in the twin guest staterooms or
have the option to have the port crew double bed switched to match the starboard upper and lower bunk arrangement.

 

Starting at the bow; the lower deck provides for crew cabins for four crew with ensuite heads. Next aft to port is a large
crew mess with sink, fridge, microwave and settee. The settee can be converted to a full size bunk for short term extra
crew or dive and fish guides. The settee has storage under it.

 

Next aft to port is the huge full size laundry and dry goods storage area. The laundry has two full size washer and dryers,
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area for cloths press, large sink and a door to the guest cabins to allow for direct service from the crew areas.

This laundry is large enough to not only service the vessels guest but to handle additional laundry from the racing
sailboat crew.

 

Going through to the guest areas, aft are two lower guest cabins with Pullman berths and just forward to starboard is a
large queen cabin. All cabins have  ensuite heads with separate showers.

 

Main deck

The standard main deck layout is the country kitchen layout, which is an optional on the AOY 90 and 100.

 

Starting at the bow there is a large storage area with twin chest freezers, commercial refrigerator and a huge dry goods
storage area.

 

The vessel has extensive dry storage and refrigerator and freezer space to provide for the high number
guests it is designed to support.

 

Next aft to port is an over size banquette dinning table that can seat up to 12 persons, there is extensive storage under
the seating.

There is a large TV located behind the banquette seating which can be used for movies or review of sailing events or
other corporate use.

 

Next aft to port is a counter dining area with seating for 5 which is open to the galley.

 

To starboard forward is a desk/office area, to aft of that is a full wet bar with drink fridge, wine cooler, ice maker, sink
and storage. This area can also be used as a service area and side bar for dining.

 

Next aft to starboard is a extendable banquette dining table with seating for up to 10 persons. There is storage under
the bench seat.

 

The combination of the two dining seating and counter dining gives you the ability to seat up to 27 people in the dining
zone.

 

There is additional seating for 10 on the main deck aft in the bar area for a total of 37 seats on the main deck inside.
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When flybridge seating is taken into account there is standard seating for 50 people for dining.

This does not take into account additional tables that can be set up on the aft deck for large parties.

 

Servicing this huge amount of standard seating is possible because of the large commercial galley located aft and to
port of the dinning zone.

The galley is outfitted and equipped with top quality commercial equipment. In the chef's area there is a 6 burner cook
top, high grade ventilation system, twin convection ovens, microwave, triple sink with disposal, dishwasher and  full size
commercial refrigerator for the chef. There is extensive counter space and cabinets.

 

Aft of the chef's zone is the stewardess zone, the stewardess has her own triple sink, trash compactor and a 3 minute
dishwasher. There is extensive flatware and china storage with dual doors allowing china to be placed in the cabinets
from the galley side and removed from the dinning zone. This is a wonderful feature when serving a large number of
guests. There is a second wine cooler and side bar integrated into the china cabinet. Aft of the stewardess area is the
2nd large pantry and then a door directly to the side deck for easy access of crew and supplies. Across from the pantry
is a commercial full size refrigerator and a double door freezer.

 

The total number of full size refrigerators in the dinning and galley zone is 3, plus 2 wine coolers, a drink refrigerator and
an ice maker. There are a total of two full size chest freezers and one double door freezer.

 

The galley has direct access to the lower crew area and direct access to the side deck.

 

There are over sized windows throughout the dining and galley areas.

 

Next aft from the dinning zone is the main foyer with stairs to the bridge deck and lower deck plus a head and large wet
locker.

 

Aft of the Main foyer is the bar, game and TV room. There is a large full service  bar with direct access from the galley.
The bar has a sink, drinks fridge, wine cooler and large ice maker. There is a game table that can seat 4 or expand to
seat 8 plus additional seating.

 

Aft of the bar zone through an over sized door is the huge SERVICE DECK. This deck is 20 x 22' or 440 sqft of space.
There are two over sized 10'x 5' deck hatches to port and starboard to allow extra large sails to be transfer from the
sailing vessel to the large sail locker/lazarrete by the 2 ton crane located at the back of the pilothouse deck.
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Port and starboard bulwarks have removable hand rail sections to allow for easy transfer of sails from the 22' rib chase
boats stored on the bow or direct from the sailboat. There is space between the deck hatches to hold either a 10'x8'
container or a service trailer while still being able to open either hatch. The crane can off load the trailer or container
direct to shore. The engine room can be accessed via a door on the port side of the house aft.

 

 Forward on the aft deck by the entrance door is another wet bar with sink, drink fridge and trash compactor.

 

This deck is highly flexible and can be utilized for any purpose imaginable.

 

A large tent awning can be deployed to cover the area either to provide shade to work, repair sails or to set up bands
and tables. The awning is supported by the crane 

 

There is a comfortable swim platform aft with direct access to the sail locker/lazarrete via an over sized door and access
to the engine room again via an over sized door which can accommodate the removal of any equipment in the engine
room. 

 

 

Pilothouse deck:

The pilothouse deck can be reached four ways, via the stairs off the starboard aft deck, via the stairs forward on the port
and starboard side decks or via the internal stairs off the main foyer.

 

The standard pilothouse layout has the captain cabin behind the bridge, which is an option on the other AOY Explorers.
The pilot house is large; there is a raised settee in the corner to starboard aft, center line helm chair, and centerline
bench seat. The captain’s desk/communications center is to port. The door to the captain’s cabin is between the
centerline bench and the desk. There is a full size navigation console forward with room for an array of equipment for
worldwide navigation. To port and starboard are draws and storage. The port size draws will hold full size chart as will
the nav counter above it.

 

The captain’s cabin has a full size raised double bed with draws under, hanging locker, with integrated draws and an
ensuite head with separate shower.

 

Next aft is the upper foyer which leads to the master stateroom with raised king size bed with storage under. The raise
bed allows for maximum enjoyment of the large windows and additional draw space. To starboard is a raised lounge/day
bed that is built into the window for relaxing and enjoying the stunning view. There are draws and storage under the
lounge. There are 3 full size hanging lockers for a total of 9' of closet space. Centerline forward of the bed between two
of the closets is a large chest of draws and a 52' TV.
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The spacious ensuite head has excellent private window space and large shower.

 

There is space for a total of 11 guests including the day bed.

 

Next aft is the master deck, with room for chairs and a table. There are also two additional chest freezers plus the aft
crane.

 

Flybridge deck:

Stairs lead from the aft main deck up to the pilothouse deck and then up to the vast flybridge. This is a flybridge you
would expect to see on a 130' vessel. As you come up the stairs you will first see the large Jacuzzi, perfect for soaking
away the aches of a full day of racing, an extra large sun pad area greets you next with room for several people to relax
and take a snooze. There is storage under the sun pad.

 

Next forward to port, under cover, is an over size seating and dinning area with storage under, to starboard of that is a
large full bar with seating for six, drinks fridge, ice maker, sink and storage. Aft of the bar is the BBQ center.

 

Forward up two steps is the raised stadium seating with two 6' plus bench seats to port and starboard and a center
helm. Guest can follow the races from this vantage point or the seats are sized to be comfortable day beds to read and
relax in the shade.

 

Looking forward from the raised seating you will see the boat deck, capable of carrying 2 x 22' chase boats or a
combination of tenders. These large tenders will not only allow you to service the race boats but will keep your guest dry
while ferrying them to shore or to water activities.

 

When the tenders are off, this deck becomes another excellent place from which to watch the race action.

 

 

This is one of several combinations of interior layouts that are available for the AOY BC 103 R.S.E

 

 

The D.S.V (Dive/Wreck/Research Support Vessel)
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Mission profile: to meet the requirements of the people that are dedicated divers and/or researchers
and/or wreck hunters who wish to explorer and dive remote locations around the world.

 

Any of the interchangeable layouts will accommodate and support extensive worldwide remote diving.

 

The large lazarrete will accommodate a full dive center including a decompression chamber. The expansive aft deck is a
highly flexible area. The removable rails will allow for easy deployment and retrieval of side sonar, shark cages, floating
dive platforms, suction dredges and other equipment. You can carry a huge array of under water toys on deck and/or a
10'x8' container for research or other gear. You also have the option to use this deck to carry a 3rd tender.

 

The 2 standard large tenders can carry divers too hard to reach dive sites or shore to explorer.

 

I would suggest the captains up layout to allow for extra crew to help with dive operations and/or carry guides.

 

The T.C.V (Toy Carrying Vessel)

Mission profile; to carry as many and as wide a variety of water and land toys as possible.

 

The highly flexible large aft deck and the huge lazarrete with over size hatches, and large forward boat deck allows the
vessel to carry a LOT and a verity of toys. If you want to carry a jeep on deck, no problem, maybe a small fixed keel
sailboat, sailing cat, standard or folding, no problem. Need to carry canoes, kayaks, paddle boards, windsurfers, kite
boards, hover craft, water slides, Bladefish dive scooter, any type of scooter, motorcycle, again no problem. How about
carrying a folding wing air plane? Same answer, not a problem. You have a huge open format to decide what you want to
carry, change your mine, not an issue. The areas are designed to be completely flexible spaces.

 

What you carry and when you carry it is up to your imagination.

 

Regarding accommodations and crew, it is again recommended to have the captain's cabin up layout. The more toys you
have the more crew you will need to keep them up and to take care of everyone playing on them.

 

The S.S.V (Submarine Support Vessel)

Mission profile; carry a submarine to remote locations.

 

We have had a number of clients that are interesting in exploring the world and having a submarine on board. Most of
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the vessels that can carry a 2 or 3 man submarine are quite large and/or conversions. The AOY BC 103 SSV is the most
compact size that will accommodate a submarine up to 18,000 pounds.

 

Any of the standard or optional layouts will work on this vessel.

 

All Ocean Yachts has spent a great deal of time speaking with the submarine manufactures and crews that have worked
on vessels with submarines and one thing we have noted is that on all of the vessels, deploying and retrieving the
submarine is a human intensive procedure. For this reason I have made the standard layout for the S.S.V a captain’s
cabin up layout with the option for an additional crew’s cabin in the lazarrete. This will give you up to 7 crew or a
combination of crew and submarine pilot or guide.

 

The 18000 pound sub is the max size this vessel can carry and deploy. It requires an aft two point A frame crane system.
Smaller subs can use a boom crane.

 

Depending on the intentions of the owner, the vessel can be used for research, with a lab set up in the skylounge area or
for film work with a film lab again in the skylounge area. The lazarrete accommodates a full dive center.

 

 

 

Please let me know if you can think of another niche explorer need that you would like to accommodate.

Hull Characteristics

Hull Marine grade Steel 
Length Overall

 
 
 
103'/31.4 meters

Length on Deck 97'/29.5 meters
Length on waterline
(approximate_                                   

91'/27.74 meters

Beam molded  24'2"/7.315 meters
Draft (50% load) 4580 gal fuel, 1500 gal F.W  7'6"/2.29 meters
 Displacement (100% Fuel & 100% water  220 metric tons approx
 Displacement light ship  183 metric tons approx
 Design speed at Cruise 1/2 load  10 knots
 100% engine load continuous rating 1/2 load  10.5 knots
 Fuel oil tankage 9800 gal approx
 Portable water tankage  3000 gal approx (11.3799 metric tons)
 Lube oil tankage  120 gal (.51 metric tons)
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 Contaminated oil tankage  120 gal (.51 metric tons)
 Black water tank  427 gal (2.5 metric tons)
 Grey water tank  427 gal (2.47 metric tons)
 Range @ 10 knots  4000 nm

 

Hull Subdivision

The vessel’s hull shall be subdivided by transverse and longitudinal watertight and or oil tight bulkheads as
shown on the contract drawings and consist of the following compartments:
1. Forepeak
2. Fresh Water Tanks
3. Crews quarters
4. Guest Stateroom #3 and crew lounge and laundry  Compartment
5. Guest stateroom #1 and # 2 Compartment
6. Fuel Oil Tanks
7. Engine Room
8. Steering Gear Compartment, lazarrete
Hull Structure

Built to class requirements: general outline below.

KEEL                                                3/4" x 10" full length

STEM                                                3/4" x 10"

FLOORS                                          1/4" plate

SKEG  (Depth 6”)                            sides 5/16”, cross section 5/16”, bottom ½”

BOTTOM PLATING                         5/16" plate, up to the chines

SIDE, TRANSOM PLATING           1/4"

MAIN DECK PLATING                    1/4" plate

BULKHEAD PLATING                    1/4" plate and 3/16" where corrugated

TANK TOP PLATING                       1/4”

TRANSVERSE FRAMES                 Deck:3"x 3" x 5/16"/Side:3" x 3"x 5/16" 

TRANSVERSE FRAMES                 Floors:  1/4"'

 ENGINE FOUNDATION                  8" x 3/4"                      

LONGITUDINAL FLOORS               5/16”

DECK GIRDERS                               3"x 3" 5/16" beams
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BOTTOM LONGITUDINALS            5/16" plate

SIDE LONGITUDINALS                   3"x 3" x 5/16"   or plate

DECK LONGITUDINALS                 5"x 3"x 5/16"

BULWARK FRAMES                        4"x 1/4" plate

BULWARK LONGITUDINALS        3"x 1/4"

BULWARK CAP PLATE                   2 1/2" stainless steel oval

BULKHEAD STIFF-VERT                 Corrugated

BULKHEAD STIFF-HORIZ               Corrugated

ANCHOR SPRIT AND GUARDS    Stainless steel 316

CHAIN LOCKER                                 5/16"

RUB RAILS                                         (9" x 3" x 9”) x1/4" 316 Stainless steel cap

Major Equipment List & Systems
Main Engines: 2 x Caterpillar model C18 Electronic, A rated 450 BHP@1800 RPM with deep sump oil pan 24V elect
start
Reduction gears: 2 x twin disk 3.50.1 with velvet drive
Generators: (2) Kilopak or Northern lights 35 KW@1800 rpm 120/240 three phase 12 v electric start
Shafting: 2 x 4” diameter Aqualoy 17 stainless steel
Propellers: One pair, 1 R/H & 1 L/H Bronze, 5-blade propeller
Rudders: 2 x wing shaped semi-balanced
Vibration Dampers: all reciprocating machinery shall be mounted on resilient mounts
Exhaust systems: Centek water wash system mains and generators
Fire Extinguishing system: Kidde-Fenwal CO2 or Optec International water mist , pump system and outlets per
class, piping to be CuNi
Engine controls: Kobelt with SPA 10590 remote
Hydraulic steering system and pumps: Kobelt
Bow Thuster: American Bow Thruster 65 HP
Windless & ground tackle: 2 x 200 Kgs CQR type anchors with 2 x 137 meters 5/8 stud link chain, 2 x Maxwell
VWC6000 windless, foot controls and remote control. Stainless chain guard on bow, Chain counters in wheel
house
Air conditioning system: One Aqua Air Series Model A12 -2-2 HC with soft starts with a total of 12 tons, Tempwise
2000 fan controls, 2 x raw water pumps
Stabilizers: Quantum Marine Zero Speed
Engine room Ventilation system: 2 x fans with variable speed and revering controls
Tank Gauges: Self closing sight glass or dip sticks on all tanks plus a Tank Tender or similar electronic system
Black water system: Head Hunter
2 x Steel head or Aritex marine crane 2 tons
Passarelle:  Aritex or similar fully retracting hydraulic passarelle
Air horn: Buell quad pneumatic air horn with auto fog system.
Sea Chests: Two sea chests with cross over pipe to feed all sea water systems
Sea Water system: All piping shall be CuNi, all systems shall have individual sea strainers
Bilge system: Piping to be CuNi. There shall be an AC power system and DC system; the AC system shall be
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backed up by the fire main system.
Black & Grey water system: Head Hunter toilets system, 2 x diaphragm pumps for black and grey interlinked.
Holding tanks for black and gray
Fuel oil system: 4 tanks including day tank holding approximately 9160 US gallons (34,800 liters) Alfa Laval MiB
303 fuel cleaning system,  two x Racor fuel filters, Mod 75-1000MA for main engines, 2 x Racor fuel filters, Mod
1000 single for generators, Blackmer series molel 414-414A electric transfer pump, one manual pump.
Lube Oil and Dirty oil system: 1 x 120 US gallon (456 liters) clean oil tank, 1 x 120 (456 liters) 2 x Oberdorfer AC
pump hard plumbed into the system
Portable water system: 2 x 800 gpd sesalination units with auto back flush system, sand filter  2 x pressure sets
Water Maker inc ¾ Hp AC with 36 gallon pressure tank, Hot water circulating pump, 2 x 50 US gallon (190 liter)
hot water heaters, 2 x Aqua-Pure drinking water filter, 1 UV filter, 1 pressure reduction valve, 4 fresh water deck
out lets, 2 x fresh water shower
Compressed air system: 1 1/3 hp model 3 C-2425252D with 2.5 gal reserve tank, outlet in engine room and
foredeck
Shore power feed/ power conversion system: Atlas 45 KVA power converter, 2 x 100 amp Glendening cable
system, 2 x 150’ of 100 amp cord
Main Switchboard: Atlas panel with seamless transfer, Trace inverter with link 4000
Ships Lighting: As much as practical all lighting shall be LED
Low Voltage system: Main engine starts 24 volt, 2 banks 8D batteries with paralleling system, Generators 12 volt,
2 banks 8D with paralleling system, Electronics: 4 12 volt 8D batteries for to banks of 24 volts, House bank 2 8D
batteries for 24 volts, Chargers 1 60 amp, 2 x 40 amp
Navigation lights: Aqua Signal 55 series LED
Corrosion Monitor: Engelhard Monitor
Under water lighting: 5 LED lights
WINDSHIELD WIPERS Five (5) electric wipers, one for each of five (5) center windows, Exalto / Vetus 295M
pantograph with integral washers, or equal, with stainless steel arms.
COMPASS Two (2) Danforth 5" Constellation or similar.
PILOTHOUSE SEATING Two (2) bench settee seat per designer drawings, one with granite top table, One (1)
centerline helms seat as per drawings

Aft Deck

 

Aft deck;

The aft deck is 20'x22', it has 2 over sized hatches (10'x5') to the large lazarrete. This space is highly flexible and can be
arranged to accommodate a wide variety of uses. There are a large number of hard points built into the deck to allow for
securing equipment of all types. The deck will fit a 10x 8’ container between the hatches. A sun awing can be deployed
over it to create a shaded work or entertainment area. Standard layout comes with removable side rails but there is an
option for manually folding bulwarks using the 2 ton aft crane. When the bulwarks are folded out 90 degrees it will
expand the deck by 6’6” creating a huge 20’ by 28’6” area.

 

There is a full wet bar located forward by the door to the main saloon.

 

The lazarrete is 21’x12’6”, it can be accessed via the deck hatches or at the door from the swim platform.
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This area is also highly flexible and can accommodate a full dive center, toys, sails or other gear.

Captain's Cabin

Aft deck;

The aft deck is 20'x22', it has 2 over sized hatches (10'x5') to the large lazarrete. This space is highly flexible and can be
arranged to accommodate a wide variety of uses. There are a large number of hard points built into the deck to allow for
securing equipment of all types. The deck will fit a 10x 8’ container between the hatches. A sun awing can be deployed
over it to create a shaded work or entertainment area. Standard layout comes with removable side rails but there is an
option for manually folding bulwarks using the 2 ton aft crane. When the bulwarks are folded out 90 degrees it will
expand the deck by 6’6” creating a huge 20’ by 28’6” area.

 

There is a full wet bar located forward by the door to the main saloon.

 

The lazarrete is 21’x12’6”, it can be accessed via the deck hatches or at the door from the swim platform.

 

This area is also highly flexible and can accommodate a full dive center, toys, sails or other gear.

Crew Lounge

There is a large crew lounge located aft of the crew cabins on the port side. It has a 6’6” settee with lowering table to
make a bunk to carry an extra short term crew or guide. There is storage under it. Across from it is a counter with sink,
fridge and microwave above. The lounge leads to either stairs to the galley or aft to the full size laundry with direct
access to the guest areas.

Crew Quarters

There are two crews quarters forward on the lower deck with ensuite heads with separate showers. The crew cabins can
have single over and under berths or a lower double berth.

The cabins are accessed from the stairs leading down from the galley.

There is an option for an engineer’s cabin in the lazarrete.

Audio & Visual Equipment

There is an allowance for Audio and Visual Equipment, see allowance section

Allowances for AOY Explorer

Carpet and pad:                                                        

$44 per yard
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Granite flooring and counter tops                               

$110 per square meter

 

Interior settee fabric and/or leather                

$40 per square yard

 

Window treatments

$12,000

 

Wall panels and overhead materials and/or Marjilite

$40 per square yards

 

Electronics Allowance

$180,000 (list of equipment to be provided)

 

Entertainment allowance                                                                              

$25,000  

 

Yard mounting of electronics and AV equipment

$6000

 

Light fixture costs: 

Interior light fixture costs lower accommodations:

$30

 

Interior light fixture cost Main Deck except Galley:

$40

 

Interior light fixture cost Galley:
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$30

 

Interior light fixture cost Upper Deck:

$30

 

Interior light fixture cost Crew Areas:

$30

 

Exterior light fixture cost:

$42

 

Tender 1

$55,000

 

Tender 2

$55,000

 

All "white goods" on vessel:

$35,000 (see detailed list below)

 

Hardware:

All plumbing, bath fixtures

$36,000

 

All interior hardware:

$15,000

 

Owner supplied items (to be purchased in country of builder)

Loose furniture
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Chinaware

Galley loose equipment

Art work

Bed covers and linens
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Appliances

Note: The items and prices below are given as an indication of the equipment that can be purchased with the
allowance. Allowance for all “white goods” as given in the “Allowance sheet is USD$35,000. Prices shown
below are in US dollars. Additional equipment not listed below would incur installation costs
 
One (1) GE Dishwasher Model GSD2350R CS Stainless steel $300
 
One (1) ENODIS Dishwasher 3 minute model Avenger HT $3550
 
One (1) Double Convection self-cleaning oven GE model PT960SPSS $3600
 
One (1) 36" Induction cook top Miele Model KM5773 $3000
 
One (1) 36”Stainless vent Zephyr Power Series AK7536ASX with 1100 CFM Dual Internal with 2
BlowersHeatlamp kit, heat lamp bulbs, Telescopic back splash with warming shelves (AK0716 $2130       
 
Two (2) Garbage Disposal insinkerator 1 hp model EXCEL 2 x $320
 
Two (2) True fridge model T23  2 x $2000
 
One (1) Frigidaire 8.8 Cubic ft chest freezer FFN09M5HW  US$339 on aft pilothouse deck
 
One (1) Frigidaire 8.8 Cubic ft chest freezer FFN09M5HW  US$339 on aft pilothouse deck to be a “TRASH
FREEZER”
 
One (1) GE Stacked Washer/Dryer #WSM2700HWW located in Master stateroom. $1200
 
Two (2) LG Dryers located in Laundry, vent-less Model DLE2050W 2 x $750
 
Two (2) LG Washers located in Laundry Model WM2050CW 2 x $700
 
One (1) GE Profile Trash compactor Stainless steel GCG1500RSS $640
 
One (1) Avanti counter high refrigerator 4.5 CU. BCA4562SS2 US$250
 
Three (3)GE GVS04BDWSS Stainless Steel Beverage Center / 4.10 Cu. aft deck, skylounge and flybridge 3 x
US$320
 
Two (2) GE PCR06WATSS under counter wine coolers, one in skylounge, one in dinning area 2 x $1100
 
Two (2) Hoshizaki Ice maker 50 ppd Model AM50BAEAD Ice maker in skylounge and flybridge 2 x $1500 
 
One (1)Miele CVA2000 Series Built In Nespresso Coffee Systems (models CVA2650/2660) $2400
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Flybridge  
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M.P.E standard layout, country kitchen, other options available  

Bridge Deck with master and captains cabin up  

Standard Lower Deck  
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Blow up enclosed galley and dining layout  

Option for master only behind wheelhouse layout  
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Blow up master on main deck option  

Dining 1  
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Saloon looking port aft  

Saloon looking port forward  
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Master window lounge/day bed  

Master on main deck aft  
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